
Performance Advertising Specialist

The vitruvi team is looking for someone who is passionate about marketing and data and
excited to work in a fast-paced, performance driven team. As a performance ads specialist, you
will be owning spend in performance advertising channels to support vitruvi’s direct-to-consumer
and Amazon stores.

For direct-to-consumer, you will be owning paid digital media campaigns across channels such as
social, search, and video with a focus on targeting strategies, content optimization, and budget and
bid management. For Amazon, you will be consulting with vitruvi’s Amazon Ads agency to ensure
learnings from vitruvi’s direct-to-consumer channel are applied as well as assisting in optimizing
the Amazon Ads accounts.

You will work closely with vitruvi’s in house creative team to source ad copy and content for
relevant ad placements. The optimal candidate will be able to balance performance and brand
advertising objectives with data-driven insights to support decisions made across the digital
team. This role will report directly to the Digital Manager.

Core Responsibilities
● Build and create ad campaigns within Google Ads, Facebook Ads Manager, Pinterest

Ads and other emerging platforms.
● Maintain ad budgets, ensuring monthly budgets are being met while optimizing

campaigns for given KPI’s.
● Analyze data and correlate results from ad platforms with website tracking and/or customer

databases to provide actionable insights.
● Educate other team members on best practices and provide training on the latest tools and

strategies in direct-to-consumer performance marketing.
● Utilize a data driven approach to decision making within the digital team as well as other

functions of the business.
● Manage relationship with vitruvi’s Amazon Ads agency to ensure creative learnings are

applied cross channel.

Required Skills/Experience
● 3-5 years experience in a digital marketing or performance marketing related role with a

focus on paid advertising.
● Highly proficient with the following programs or equivalents: Facebook Ads, Google Ads,

Google Analytics, Google Tag Manager, Facebook Business Manager, Shopify
● Experience working in emerging platforms such as Pinterest Ads, Snap Ads, TikTok Ads.
● Knowledge and speed in data analysis tools like Excel, Google Sheets, and Google Data

Studio.
● Experience in Amazon Advertising or knowledge of Amazon Seller Central is an asset.
● Experience managing budgets over $50,000 is an asset.
● Certificate or Bachelor’s Degree in Business or Marketing would be an asset.


